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n ,,,iSI W"'" UIn the Matter of |
| 5. J

APPLICATION OF TEXAS UTILITIES |
GENERATING COMPANY, ET. AL. FOR | Docket Nos. 50-445
AN OPERATING LICENSE FOR | and 50-446

''

COMANCHE PEAK STEAM ELECTRIC |
~-

STATION UNITS #1 AND #2 |
(CPSES) |

TESTIMONY OF JOHN JUNIOR GATES
WITNESS FOR INTERVENOR CASE

Q. Please state your name, residence and educational and work background.

A. John Junior Gates, Azle Star Route (ASR) Box 470, Azle, Tx. 76020. A

statement of my educational and work background is attached hereto as Attachment 1.

Q. Are you a member of any professional society or affiliations, professional

as opposed to social?

A. By professional, do you mean a union?

0. No, I'm talking about a society, in the first instance.

A. No.

Q. Are you a member of a union?

A. Yes.

Q. What union?

A. 1822, Carpenters Local 1822.

Q. How long have you been a member of that union?

A. Since -- well, I dropped out. I don't remember, quite remember the

year. I rejoined.

Q. You've been a member of that Union for three consecutive years; is that

correct?

A. Yes, this local.
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Q. I see. Why don't you take me through your union membership history.

When did you first join the union?

A. First joined the union?

Q. Yes, sir.

A. Well, I can't name the name of the union and all that; but when I was

16 years old, I was in the union.

Q. And what union was that?

A. I told you I couldn't name them.

Q. What was the nature of the union? Was it carpentry? Was it mechanic?

A. It was maintenance, millwright work. After that I was in the Carpenters'

Union for, oh, approximately from '52 to '74 in Columbia, Missouri. Local 1926,

I believe.

Q. This is the Carpentry Union; is that correct?

A. Carpenters' Union.

Q. And after that, any other union membership?

A. I have transferred in different places, but it's all been union work. I
.

mean clearing from one union to the other.

Q. And in each instance it's been a Carpentry Union that you've gone to?

A. Carpenters' Local.

Q. Have you ever been a member of any professional society or had an

affiliation with any professional society?

A. No.

Q. Are you presently employed?

{ A. Yes.
i

Q. For whom and in what capacity?

A. J.R. Reynolds Fixture Company, Mansfield, Texas. I do trim work, hang

doors. etc.

i
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Q. Mr. Gates, if one were to ask you to describe what is your profession,

what would you respond?

A. I'd immediately say carpenter.

O. And how long would you have considered yourself to be in the carpentry

profession?

A. I have been in commercial construction for over 30 years.

Q. How would you summarize your job duties and responsibilities throughout

your 30 years in comercial construction?

A. As I stated above, I would immediately say that I was a carpenter. In

every job I worked on since the early 1950's, my function pertained to carpentry

work. My primary role in many of these projects was mostly form work. That is,

putting together your forms whether they're made out of wood or steel, to be able

to hold concrete in the amount you're going to pour. I would build the forms,

lay it out and build the forms. Some of this required minor welding which did

not require certification. I only welded what I had to weld to do my form work.
,d

-

The basic purpose of the majority of my jobs in the comercial construction

industry was to prepare forms so that the next step in the construction activity

could go on. I have been exposed to many different aspects and skills in commercial
!

construction and I am capable of performing other skills, but I will say once

again that I am a carpenter now and have been a carpenter for 30 years.

Q. Have you ever been called upon to do consulting work for other men in

your profession?
;

A. Yes.

Q. Can you elaborate on that, please?

A. Well, I've had to show men how to read the drawings.

Q. Aside from the job that you would have found yourself in, have you been

called upon in a consulting role to provide assistance in another area, another

area which would involve your carpentry skills?

-- - .
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A. Yes, I've had to leave one job and go to another job and help and show

them how to do certain things.

Q. And that would be within the context of being employed by one employer;

is that correct?

A. 'Right.

Q. Have you ever published any articles concerning carpentry or, for that

matter any other subject?

A. No.

Q. Have you ever given any speeches before any professional societies or

the general public?

A. No.

Q. Have you ever been certified in a professional sense by any state or

national organization or state or national government?

A. I was a certified welder. That was way back before World War II in

Denver, Colorado.

Q. And has that certification lapsed?

A. Yes.

Q. Did .vou ever attempt to renew your welder's certification?

A. No.

Q. It simply lapsed; is that correct?

A. It's lapsed. I don't tell that I can weld.

Q. But your certification, you didn't lose your certification because of

some incident involving welding; is that correct?

A. No.

Q. Is it correct to assume you are not a professional engineer, and you do

not hold yourself out as a professional engineer?

A. No, I'm not a professional engineer.
4
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Q. Duringyourworkcareer,wereyou.empIoyedattheComanchePeak, nuclear
8s

.

4 n -
._. '

,|. g powerplantnearGlenstose,TUxas?,<. j
'

,

< - i. 3 p
A. /Yes. I way,cmploydpf Brown & Root, Inc. at Comanche Peak fran 11/24/76^'

'

}Nto 3/8/79. ' -
.. ',

),, ! 9, ,: i

y., K Did y'ou have.m.ggion to,have yoyr deposition taken by the Applicants on_ , , a - - :,a, ,.; ', ,, '
f July L719L27 t'e

,
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A. Yes. ) ~ '0 ,
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Ha94/you hief a bhance to read over a copy of the transcript from this.' Q. ft

,/ /\
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deposition?- .. p [y[ ,e
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A. Yes. .. :-

f'| :- - You stated in your deposition that f t.lwas; your belief that you first came-/ 3' ' . . ,.

1! '.
) Q.

,

V j'-

)o work at ComanchkPgak sem$ time.'sardundJulyorAugust1978;isthatcorregt?,'

'
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./#* :Q. ,You also' stated that you had been working fo varion isubcontractorc in*

// T'exas W om 1974 to 1978. :s' this also correct?
'

s
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A.i Yes/
-
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/ Q. Mr. Gates, did you deliberately inisrepresent your dates of employment in '# I'
< ,

=-- your deposition? f. ,.,
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No, in no way did I intend ta;. misrepresent any dates which I gave in theA. ;
,

cdeposition Agoodportionofthatde?'EdtionwasspentexaminingpNemployment
. i-
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history. Thirty. years is a lot of ground to cover; I had a very diff{ cult' time
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. remembering all, thq ' jobs I have had and exactly when and where they wdde.' 1 even
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gave the wrong date oymy high school graduation; it was' actually 1943. not j41 or
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Q. Do you maintain that the information provided on your statement of educa-

tional and work background attached hereto as Attachment 1 is true and correct?

A. Yes, to the best of my recollection the information' and dates provided

on Attachment 1 are correct.

Q. Did you undergo any particular training when you came into Brown &

Root's employ for your work at Comanche Peak?

A. No.

Q. And during that time, what were your basic duties and responsibilites?

A. It would be carpentry work, setting forms. During that time, I was a

carpenter for about seven months and then was promoted to Foreman.

Q. And then you remained in a carpenter foremaYi' position for the remainder

of your employment at Comanche Peak?

A. Yes. I supervised a crew of approximately 7 carpenters and 7 carpenters'

helpers. I should have had 7 helpers but usually only 4. We worked in Safeguards

Buildings, Fuel Building, Containments 1 and 2, inside Unit #1 on the reactor part,

the steam generator.

Q. So that we have a clear understanding, your job at Comanche Peak was

similar to the job you had at Zion, to the job you had at the chemical plants, to

the steel plant, in fact, similar to the work you had been performing for the

last 25 or 30 years; is that correct?

A. That's right.

is, any other areas of
Q. Do you maintain that you acquired any other <

expertise or any area of expertise other than that directed to carpentry during

your work at Comanche Peak?

A. No, just carpentry work, which would include blueprint reading.

Q. Based on your job at Comanche Peak, do you maintain that you developed

any skills other than carpentry skills?
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A. I didn't develop any skill there.

Q. You applied your carpentry skills; is that correct?

A. That's right.

Q. Did you apply any other skills?

A. No. Just carpentry.

Q. Please explain what your job at Comanche Peak entailed. You have mentioned

reading blueprints. Please give an overview or the details actually, if you could,

of what your job entailed.

A. Well, when I was performing as a carpenter, it was setting forms.

Q. Throughout the plant or any particular location?

A. Throughout the plant.

Q. Was it directed to one particular activity, that is, setting forms for

concrete; or was it directed to also constructing cable trays?

A. All concrete work. Forms for concrete.

Q. During your entire employment at Comanche Peak, was your job limited to

concrete work, setting forms for concrete?

A. It would be setting forms which would mean cutting your wood, and

then it's mechanical, bolting forms which would enable concrete to be poured.

Q. You mentioned reading blueprints. Is there something else? You're

sawing wood. You're bolting wood. You're nailing wood. You're putting out

these forms such that the concrete can be poured. 110w does reading blueprints

fit into the picture?

A. Well, you've got to be able to read blueprints to get the job done.

Q. Why do you have to read the blueprints? Does it tell you where you

have to set the forms? Is that correct?

A. It gives you your line, elevation, what goes in the wall at certain

elevations. You have to be able to read the drawings to be able to find out

where it goes.
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Q. Did you have any responsibility for auditing the work, for inspecting

the work?

A. Just what my crew had performed when I was foreman.

Q. And your role would be to satisfy yourself as foreman that your crew

had built the correct forms; is that correct?

A. That's right.

Q. Were you responsible under the structure at Comanche Peak for assuring

that these forms were correct?

A. Well, I don't know how they placed their responsibility; but if I was in

an area, I was to build that form and build it correct to be able to hold concrete.

Q. Did anybody come by and inspect the work that you had done?

A. You mean as to quality of the work?

Q. Yes.

A. Sometimes you would see inspectors looking around.

Q. What type of inspectors?

A. They called thein quality control inspectors.

Q. And were they carpentry oriented?

A. Not in my opinion, no.

Q. Were they supposed to be?

A. They were supposed to be.

Q. And was it their job, to the best of your knowledge, to inspect the work

that you had done prior to the concrete being poured?

.A. Right.

Q. And did they do this?

A. It was checked.

Q. If you were unsatisfied with the work that your crew had performed, what

did you do about it?
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; A. My crew never put out unsatisfactory work. To my satisfaction, it
;

was placed right.

Q. Did the QC inspector ever question the adequacy of your work?
i
'

A. No.

Q. Of your crew's work?,

A. No.

I
'

Q. So with respect then to your work at Comanche Peak, you were satisfied

that that was correct work, good work?

A. That's right.

Q. Could you tell us briefly about the circumstances under which you left,

Comanche Peak?

! A. I just got fed up with it. Enough is enough. There wasn't any squabble

or anything. I'd been threatening to quit before. Several of my crew were

! threatening to walk out when I did, but I told them there was no need for any

of them to be out of a job just because I left. On the night I left, I told them

that I was leaving and they didn't want me to leave. I was known as having the

| best crew on the night shift.

Q. So the reason for your leaving was an individual reason; is that correct?
!

A. That's right.

Q. And in your words, you could only take so much?

A. That's right.
!

Q. What actually caused you to walk off the site?

A. Well, if you had supervision who weren't qualified and would walk past a

form and hardware and didn't even know how it went on the wall or how to build the,

form and some that couldn't read the drawings and you had to cope with this alle

the time, to heck with it. The general foremen are supposed to be telling me; ,

i

what to do.
.

,-...__.,._._._._._.,.._.--,..m,--...,..m ... _ _ , .. - , .,,.,y.._.,__._ -,... ..,_ , .c . , , , , , , , _ _ ,_-._m,,., , _ _ _ _ _ ...._- , , . . _ _ --_
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Q. Was there any one specific incident that occurred on the night you left?

A. No. I just quit. I just left and walked off the job. I was fed up

with the way the work was done. There was no sense in having to do it over. There

was a constant squabble between the day shift and night shift. We'd build it
.

according to the drawings and they would tear it down the next day. We'd build

it again the way the drawings called for.

In all the time I was down there, I used approximately four sheets

of plywood the second time. The rest was new every time. It was good on both

sides, formwood plywood, with no voids in it. It could have been used easily

at least seven times before it's cut, then the pieces can be used. I've used

it as many as 14 times on other jobs I've worked on.

Q. What do you think was happening to the plywood?

A. I always thought it was being taken off by someone. They told us

it was being taken and burned. I never saw any of it burned. I could see the

dump where it would have been burned, and I never saw any of it burned or burning.

I should have been able to see it for several days if they had actually been

burning that much of it.

Q. Did they have a yard or something where tt9y removed the nails and
| reused any of it.
,

A. No. They didn't even have a yard where they removed the nails.;

Q. Is there anything else about your quitting you'd like to tell us about?

A. In my thirty years of experience in commercial construction, I've

never been in a working environment as frustrating. On my " Quit Slip" (Attachment

2 herato), I stated that the reason for my voluntary termination was that I could

not cope with the stupidity of unqualified sapervison.

Q. What do you mean by unqualified supervision?

A. Not able to read the drawings, didn't know form work, were not carpenters,

,

- - - - - - - - , . - - . , _ . ._ . _ ,
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they got their jobs by political means or brown-nosing; they just weren't

carpenters.

One day the General Foreman got confused as to what the general

hardware was. He didn't know what went where. When it was poured, it was bowed.

It was an area behind Safeguard 2. It wasn't really a safety-related item, but

it was just the idea that they didn't have the right hardware when they needed

it because they didn't know what it was even for.

I had a lot of trouble getting them to answer questions and reading

the drawings, because the engineers didn't know how to read the drawings. Many

of them were just young kids who didn't know what they were doing. They kept

moving the centerline for the forms and blockouts. They couldn't get together

on which was supposed to be what.

Your supervisors, your main gold hats, felt they were too good to

speak to you, yet they weren't qualified in construction. All the other jobs

I've been on, the superintendent, the main men were out there and talking to

you and knew what was going on. But not at Comanche Peak.

One day I asked an engineer to give the elevation in Safeguard #1

so I'd know where to put keyway and steel. He went to the drawings and said he'd

be back later. He didn't come back and I had the carpenter go ahead and get what

he could get. About three hours later, the General Foreman told the engineer

that there was no way he could give me the elevation; this was just as I walked

into the room. He said it couldn't be gotten off the drawing. I showed the

General Foreman and the engineer where to find it on the drawing, and the Foreman

told him to give the elevation.

You can have all the book learning in the world, but if you don't have any

common sense to go along with it, you don't have anything.

_. __ _- _ _- . _ . _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Q. The supervision, the general foremen, would they be the people directly

over you as you being the foreman of a carpentry crew?

A. Yes.

Q. And they would be over X number of crews, carpentry crews; is that

correct?'

A. They would be over so many crews.

Q. And were they carpenters?

A. No.

Q. What was their background, to the best of your knowledge?

A. The first one I had, he had been in construction. I don't know how

long. But the second one, he came from Carolina. And to the best of my

knowledge, he was on a scaffolding crew; and that's all he knew.

Q. He knew how to build scaffolds?

A. Yes.

Q. So he was a carpenter?

A. Yes.

Q. The first man was or was not?

A. I believe he was. He was a carpenter as far as I know. I did not

get very much in his background.

Q. Now, these two people, what were their names, sir?

A. One was Dick Lower and the other was Curtis Maggert.

Q. Who was your first supervisor? Lower or Maggert?

A. Lower. There were several in between. He was the first and the last.

Q. So you came to the site in 1976 and your job description was a carpenter.

At that point in time, did you have any concern with supervision?

A. Well, my foremen weren' t carpenters.

Q. Did that concern you at that point in time?

A. Yes.

_____ ______ __
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j Q. Are you saying that from day one that you started at Comanche Peak,

j you were upset?

A. You didn't have carpenters telling you. I mean you're working side by'

side with a man who was a truck driver last week. Now he's working here and is

supposed to be a qualified carpenter. That sort of gets me.
j

Q. Had that happened at any other construction site that you had worked on?,

!

| A. No, sir. You're a carpenter or you don't work.
.

; Q. In your first crew, you were one of twelve members, is that correct, or

thirteen members or ten members?

j A. Approximately that many, yeah.

Q. And you had a foreman; is that correct?
:

A. That's correct.
.

'

Q. Who was that gentleman?
i

I A. I can't recall his name.

Q. Was he a carpenter? '

A. No.

Q. What was his background; do you remember?.

A. As far as I know, he had done some house building. As to how much, I don't-

j know.

Q. So he built houses.>

A. Right. There is a difference between housing and commercial construction,

I a vast difference.

Q. He had used his hands to erect a structure; is that correct?
,

A. As far as I know.
'

Q. What's the vast difference between building a house and building a

commercial structure?
.

A. When you build a house, you don't build forms to hold concrete.

- - . _ . . - _ . _ _ _ _ . - _ _ _ . _ . _ . . _ _ _ . _ . _ . . _ . _ . _ . . . - . _ - . - . , _ - - - . . _ - - . .
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Q. Do you know that as a fact?

A. Yeah.

Q. There is no concrete in any home?

A. When I'm talking about forms commercially-wise, I'm talking about massive

concrete, volume of concrete.

Q. Isn't this merelya matter of degree? You're either putting a little

concrete in, or you're putting a lot of concrete in?

A. In building the forms, there is a vast difference.

Q. What's the vast difference aside from the amount of concrete that's

being poured?

A. When you're dealing with the massive amounts of concrete that is used in

pours like the ones made at Comanche Peak, it is quite obvious that there is a large

difference in the type of skills and work involved. For example, some of the pours

at Comanche Peak were two to three feet thick, going twenty feet high and built up

against already formed walls. There is a huge amount of stress against those forms

that we built in this situation because you've got it all coming away from that wall

and against the forms. Your ties have to be right, you need to anchor 4 x 4's into

a wall if possible; this is a much different job than just pouring a slab for a house

or making a small pour with 4 inch high fo rms. You could pour a square mile of

concrete four inches thick, and all you need is stakes and a 2 x 4. Anybody could do

that; it requires very little skill. The kind of forms that were used at Comanche

Peak required skilled carpenters; people who were experienced in commercial con-

struction, not just residential building.

,

, ---.--, - -
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Q. And you were on a crew that had that responsibility; is that correct?

A. For building forms, yes.

Q. For that concrete. And there was a foreman for that crew; is that

correct?

A. Right.

Q. And your allegation is that your foreman wasn't qualified?

A. No, my foreman wasn't qualified.

Q. Were you concerned about the quality of the forms?

A. At one time, I argued for half an hour that it wasn't right. That was

under the first foreman.

Q. For that first seven to nine months you were a carpenter. Thereafter,

you became the foreman?

A. Right.

Q. Now, in that period of time you were a carpenter, as a member of the

crew, were you concerned that the forms were not correct forms?

I A. Well, your forms ended up correct after they got moved around two or

three times, built, tore down, moved, built. On the first crew I was on, I

was the only qualified carpenter on the crew.

Q. How do you know that the forms ended up correct?

A. The engineers come down and would shoot them in, check the forms for

line.

Q. Why would the engineers come down? Is this a matter of course that they

would come down?

A. It's matter of course to see if the wall was ready. Either they satis-

fied themselves the wall was ready, or they satisfied themselves the wall wasn't

ready, and they told us to move the forms and do it over again or to leave it

as it was.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _
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Q. Did this happen in each instance?

A. Yes.

Q. And what your concern is that if they had done it correct the first

time or if you had people who knew what they were doing, in your view, you would

have had'it correct the first time, and you wouldn't have to go through these

reconstruction activities.

A. That's right.

Q. After you became a foreman, wha + was your concern, because at that point

in time, if I understand the situation, you were calling the shots?

A. My concern was to have my crew do it right and get them up right.

Q. And you have told me that you felt in every instance your crew dit it

right because you were foreman; is that correct?

A. They did. It was done right. So we didn't have to tear them down.

Q. T:len why did you get frustrated and leave?

A. Like I told you, you come out there, and this is supposed to be in here,

and that's supposed to be in there. No, it isn' t. It's been changed. It goes

in the wall here, and it goes over there. They wouldn't even keep up on it.

My supervision wouldn't keep up on it.

Q. In addition to Mr. Lower and Mr. Maggert, did you have several other

supervisors over the course of this year and seven months when you were a foreman?

A. Right.

Q. Were you concerned with the levd of supervision throughout the period of

a year and seven months, or was it just these two individuals?

A. All of them.

Q. You thought all of them were lousy; is that correct?

A. Dick was the only one who knew what was going on.

Q. Dick?

A. Dick Lower. The rest of them didn't know. They didr.'t care.
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Q. Mr. Lower was your supervisor from the beginning of your employment

at this site?

A. Right.

Q. Until what point in time?

A. Oh, after I had been foreman about two or three months, he transferred

to days. I was working nights.

Q. So for the first year Lower was the supervisor?

A. Approximately.

Q. And you thought he -- you had confidence in him?

A. Right, yeah.

Q. And if you had a problem, could you discuss it with him?

A. Oh, I would come to him and tell him that it wasn't right, something

was wrong, and he would either see that it was checked out himself on the spot

or he would speak with the foreman above me on the shift that worked before us

that would go in and do the work wrong. When I would question Mr. Lower what

should have been done after he checked it out, we would get it straightened out

and we would usually have to tear it out and do it right.

Q. For approximately the last year and a. half you,were on site you were con-

cerned with carpentry supervision?

A. Yes.

Q. After Lower left, you felt that the people in the supervisory roles

were not qualified?

A. They were not qualified supervision.

Q. And the basis for that statement is what, sir?

A. If a man is a qualified carpenter, he ought to be able to know how

hardware goes on the forms, different types of fonns. When they prove, stand

and prove to me in front of me that they don't know what they're talking about

and don't know how it goes on, no way are they qualified to set forms or tell
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anybody how to set forms if they can't do it.

Q. But at that point in time, you were the foreman on your crew; is that

right?

A. That's right.

Q. So you told your crew how to set those forms?

A. That's correct.

Q. So you satisfied yourself that those were good forms; is that right?

A. That's right.

Q. What did the supervisors, including Maggert, say to you that

concerned you? Aside from the fact that, in your opinion, they didn't know how to

set forms, what did they do that got you upset?

The fact that they weren't doing anything. They weren't doing theirn.

job. They were just running around, just drawing money. That's all. If you're

not qualified to be able to do a particular job, how are you going to tell a

guy how to do it?

Q. Did you have any run-ins with these people?

A. No. You mean arguments? No, I've never had any.

Q. Words?

A. Yes, I did have words with Maggert.

Q. What was the nature?

A. In front of the whole crew.

Q. And what was the nature of those words?

A. A man was brought to me as a qualified carpenter. He could not do the

work. He did not have any experience, no training whatsoever. I went to Maggert

and told him that Le oculd have to be put back as a helper. He was not qualified --

Helper No. 1 -- and learn. There were three levels of carpenters' helpers.

One was least qualified; three was the most qualified.
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Maggert told him that he could come in as Helper 3. And at a safety

meeting, he told me that he would be third helper. I said no. That's the1

only words I had with the man. I said no, No. I helper. And if you're going

to tell me how to place the men, you don't need me. And that was all of it.

Q. ' And how long thereafter did you quit?"

A. Oh, I guess three or four months later after that incident.

Q. With respect to these supervisors, to the best of your knowledge,

I what were they supposed to do?

A. They were supposed to check all the crews and make sure all the work

I was being performed correctly and to answer the questions that the men had.

Q. And it's your opinion that they didn't visit the crews? _Is that
,

,

; correct?

j A. They would visit the crews, go around and check, yes.

Q. Did they ask questions?

A. I was never asked a question. They may have asked the others questions.

I don't know.
,

Q. And the nub of your concern is: They were not qualified to provide

j the answers to the questions, some of the questions, because they didn't have

the proper background. Is that your concern?

A. That's correct.

Q. Let me ask you another question. Or is your concern that they didn't

devote the proper attention to their job?,

A. Well, I'd say it was both.

Q. Do you know the backgrounds, employment backgrounds, of these supervisors?

A. I don't personally know the backgrounds. I just know -- all I know is
3

what I had been told.

Q. By whom?

A. By men who had worked with them in Carolina.,

I
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Q. Who were then at the Comanche Peak site?

A. They were all down there at the Comanche Peak.

Q. And you don't know if these supervisors had experience in setting forms

at major construction projects or not; is that correct?

A. I did not see them set forms, no, if that's what you mean.

Q. You don't know; they may have set forms a year before that or ten years

before that at a major construction project.

A. Yes.

Q. Your concern is that if that indeed occurred, there was no evidence of

their knowledge of setting such forms with respect to your relationship with

these gentlemen; is that correct?

A. That is correct.

Q. With respect to the significance of this level of supervision, in a

summary fashion, what it led to was a lot of moving forms and rebuilding because

finally engineering would get in the picture, and they would either see that,

fortunately in your case it was a good form, but in other crews, it may not have

been a good form; is that correct?

A. It was just rebuild -- just build it and rebuild it.

Q. Until you got it right, is that correct?

A. Well, it should have been right in the first place. In my opinion,

it should have been right in the first place and poured. The job should have

been done right.

Q. And the reason you left was: It wasn't being done right because of the

level of supervision; and so to get it right, it had to be done more than once;

is that correct?

A. That's right. More than once.

Q. Do you have any concern that it eventually wasn't done right?

.

_ _ _ _ . _ _ __ - _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ - - - - _
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A. I don't know whether it was eventually done right or not.

Q. Were there any particular incidents that occurred with your crew?

A. Forms were built -- in this one incidence, forms were built, and by

whom 1 don't know. I presume the day shift that built them. And they were

going to place concrete in them in the evening. I was told to send two men

down there to watch it, to watch the pour, to keep the men on there to make

sure the forms don't move, and if they do, stop them, hold them.

Q. Was that typical?

A. That's typical to have men watch that form to make sure it stays. I

went to the area and looked, and it was not complete. The forms were not complete.

I went and got the two best men on my crew and told them to go down there. They

were going to pour.

Before that, I told the man who was in charge of pouring concrete that

the forms were not ready. They ignored us. I sent my two best carpenters down

there, told them where the forms were not complete, and if they started putting

concrete in there, the two areas were going to blow. The forms would give.

And I said, good luck. You're going to need it. And I'm going to send all

the men down there. I was not supposed to do this. I did it on my own. I sent

my entire crew down there, helpers, timbers, boards, saws. They were needed. It

blew, both places that I told them would blow.

Q. And what happened when it blew?

A. They had all the main supervision out there. My whole crew was down there.

They got a couple more crews down there to help. We stopped the spreading of the

forms. They were stopped. We held it. I can't think of the name of the cold

hat right now, oh yes, it was Billy Ward. Billy Ward was the gold hat at that time.

He was over the general foreman. I don't know exactly what capacity you would

/
~

i

- - - - - - -
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call him. He was over the night shift. He was over the whole, entire shift.

And I told him right in front of everybody, I said -- he wanted to know who

was watching the form, and I said my two men were. I said, if you need'

somebody to fire, don't fire them. Fire me.

During dinner hour, I had to go get those two men and take them up

to his office so he could question them as to what happened. And they told him

the same thing that I told him. The form was going to blow and where at and

lots of luck.

He came back -- I don't know what capacity he fit, but he came back in
i

the office and said, well, them forms were properly braced. There is no possible

way it could give. And he was told by Billy Ward that my crew had placed all,

! that shoring in there. My crew had done it all under my supervision, to stop it.

And I told him again, if you're looking for somebody to fire, fire me, not

those two men. He asked me why I didn't stop the concrete pour. And I said, who

am 1 to do this? A lowly foreman stopping the pour? I said, they ignored me.

Q. Did you try to get them to stop the pour?,
r

A. I tried to get the man not to put the concrete in the forms becausei

i

)
they were not ready.

Q. What area of the plant are we talking about in this incident?

A. That was outside of Safeguard 1.

Q. Do you know what plan elevation?
,

A. That was ground elevation. It was a pit coming out of the ground.

| Q. Pit coming out of the ground at what area?
|

A. It was Safeguard 1, outside of Safeguard 1. I believe it was the walls

and everything for a transformer pad. It had nothing to do with your reactor!

f or anything. Work like that is common. They'll blow. But hurting construction-

wise, no, it hurt nothing. He got extra concrete That's all.
I

l

1
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Q. When did that happen; do you remember?

A. No, I don't. I can't tell you the date that happened, no.

Q. You were a foreman at the time?'

A. I was a foreman at the time.
i

Q. So it was somewhere perhaps in the last year of your employment?

A. The last year of my employment, yes.-

!
! Q. What was the upshot? What happened?

A. Well, after that, Billy Ward had a meeting and told all the foremen then

that they could stop a pour and how to do it.
:

Q. Was Billy Ward your immediate supervisor?

A. I am not sure how they rated the capacity down there; he would be like

field supervision or area supervisor or what. Well, anyway, the foremen were

instructed as to how they could stop the pour. And if they told them not to
' pour the concrete and it was poured, then it would be on those other people, not

the foreman. And then I was told that the men who built the forms and said they
4

were ready, some of them got fired. How many, I don't know.

Q. Any of your crew get fired?

A. No.

Q. And you didn't get fired as a result?

A. No.
,

Q. Seems to me your concern is with the supervision at the plant, that in

your judgment resulted in additinual work having to be done.

A. You could walk by a form and look at it and say, well, boy, that ain't

going to hold. Well, it looks okay to me.

Q. Was that particular structure -- let's take that as an example-- subject

to inspection before the pour?

A. All of it was supposed to be subject to inspections.

_ ..--. _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ , _ - _ . . . _ . - . _ _ _ - . _ . . _ _ _ - - . . _ -- . _-,-,-_ .
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Q. By the QC inspector, right?

A. Yes.

Q. And did they inspect?

A. I couldn't tell you whether they did or not.

Q. And it was also subject to engineering coming down?

A. Right.

Q. And to your knowledge, engineering performed that function?

A. I couldn't tell you whether they did or not.

Q. Do you think the Comanche Peak Plant was improperly constructed?

A. In my personal opinion, that question can be answered by looking at the

photograph that says "Why Comanche Peak?" ( Attached hereto as Attachment 3.) You

look at that. Any man who has been on commercial work, on that type of work,

can take one look at that photograph and tell you by looking, that's the

sloppiest, shoddiest job of concrete work they ever saw. It is.

Q. What do you mean by concrete work?

A. The form work, the concrete.

Q. The form work or the concrete?

A. Concrete.

Q. What does the photograph show? Does it show the forms, or does it

show the finished product.

A. The finished product. It's sloppy.

Q. The finished product being the concrete walls?

A. The finished product is the concrete af ter the form is stripped. It's

sloppy. The photograph shows it.

Q. That's your judgment; is that correct?

A. It wouldr.'t be only my judgment. It would be several others too. That's

my personal opinion.
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Q. Who else's judgement would that be?

j A. Anybody that's qualified, as I am, who could judge that.

Q. Do you know if that concrete is unsafe?

A. You're talking about unsafe concrete. I had nothing to do with the

mixing of the concrete or checking the concrete. So how could I tell you? It's

sloppy work. What's that got to do with what goes in it?
i~

Q. In your opinion, does sloppy work have anything to do with safety?

A. With your sloppy work, you're also going to have your honeycombs in

the concrete. That would go along with it. As far as I know, they didn't rip

the concrete out but just patched it. I've seen a lot of it patched. I did
,

not do any of the patching, so I don't know exactly how they fixed the concrete.

As far as how safe that concrete is and whether or not it can support the load

it's supposed to support, I can't determine that either. It's not my job to

,

determine how the concrete is mixed, how it was poured or how safe it is.

All I am saying here is that there was honeycombing in the concrete and that

the form work was sloppy. Anyone with any experience in construction will
,

tell you that too much honeycombing in concrete will affect the integrity of

a structure. Whether or not the concrete in the containment buildings had

enough honeycombs to affect the integrity of the structure, I am not qualified

to determine.

i Q. Mr. Gates, did you also work in the steam generator compartment?

A. Yes.

Q. Are you aware of any honeycombing in that area?

A. Yes.

Q. And were you involved in that pour, preparing the forms?

I A. No, that was not in my area, but I'm right there and could see it and

other parts of the construction work going on.

Q. When you t y you could see it, were you there when they made the pour?

'

)
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A. I was there when they made several pours.

Q. And how are you aware there was honeycombing?

A. When the form was stripped I saw the honeycombing. There were lott of honeycombs in

there. Lots of rebar was exposed. Small honeycombs are expected on any job, but these

weren't small honeycombs, not when you can reach your hand back in there. On most

jobs a guy would get fired if he had too many honeycombs, but not at Comanche Peak.

Q. And what did they do about the honeycomb to the best of your knowledge?

A. To the best of my knowledge, it was patched. See, I don't know. I cannot tell

you.

Q. With respect to the forms that were constructed by you and your crew, if the re-

sultant pour was of less than satisfactory quality, did you report this matter to

higher authorities or did someone else come in and inspect the honeycombing and

make a judgment on the quality?

A. No, I would not report it and do not know who would come in and judge the quali-

ty of the concrete. I had nothing to do with the quality of the concrete that went

in there. I had nothing to do with anything other than maintaining the forms on the

line, blockouts, the building of them, the penetrations, the insets, whatever went

in there. What resulted, I was not concerned with.

Q. Your concern is simply from the carpentry perspective and the forms that were

constructed, that in your judgment, at times, those forms may have been put up slop-

pily; is that correct?

A. That's right. Sloppy work.

Q. And the result is that the concrete that is poured in these forms is going to be
' a sloppy product; is that correct?

| A. Not necessarily. I said it was sloppy work. The form work was sloppy. With re-

! gard to the containment structures, I said the photograph shows it.

Q. Specifically, what is your concern with respect to what you see in this photo-

graph marked Attachment 3?
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:

A. The workmanship on your fonn work that produced that product.

Q. So, if one looking at either one of these containments would see lines
j

and variations in color, is it your position that is reflective of the form <

;
t

work that was performed?

A. 'The color has nothing to do with it.

j Q. Is it the lining?

! A. It's the lining. This is not a straight line.

Q. When you say this, what are you referring to?

A. There is a line going up to Reactor 2. It's in one place and comes

out another and goes in again another, way in there. You're way out of plumb.

According to tnat, that would be several inches. Then it comes ba'ck out,
,

comes back in up further and goes back in at the top.
4

Q. This is in the outside wall?
:

A. Yes, the outside wall of Unit 2 Containment.
|

Q. Did you work on that wall?
.

A. Yes, I worked down low on that wall.
.

:

Q. Did you also work on this plumbed line that you were referring to?
:

A. No, not in this area.
,

1

! Q. If there was a problem with the line of the forms, as you have indicated

i in your judgment appears in the photograph which is marked Applicant's Exhibit 1,

! would you report to officials that there was an inadequate line?
:

A. They would know that.

Q. How would they know that, Mr. Gates?'

.

| A Through the inspection process. Because during inspection, they already

f knew it because your engineers okayed a lot of stuff that was an inch, two inches
!

| out on them things, three inches that I know of. They knew it.

Q. So, if there was a deficiency with respect to a plumbline, this

matter then would, through the inspection process, go to engineering; and

!
>

*
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engineering would examine it. And if they thought there was a problem, they'd

tell you to do it again, set up new forms. And if there wasn't, for whatever

reason, then they would leave it as is; is that correct?

A. They would leave it as is. They left them as is because there was no

way they could do it, but they just didn't know how to maintain it. You can't

build a round form plumb without the bottom of it being level. There is no

possible way. You can't build it. I proved it to them on the diesel genera-

tor building which you can also see here in the photograph.

Q. The resulting significance of any defect would be a judgment that

engineering would make and not your judgment; is that correct?

A. It would not be my judgment.

Q. Have you any personal knowledge of the type of work that was perfonned (

with respect to the setting of these forms that are in the picture?

A. I worked over in the Unit 1 Containment also. It has the same problems

as Unit 2. You can see it. And on your shadow there, you can see the bulges in it.

Q. And you were working on the outside wall; is that correct?

A. That's right.

Q. And you were working in an area about midway up that we can see in

this picture on the left hand side of the Unit 1 Containment; is that correct?

A. Yes.

Q. Do you remember any particular problem in that area?

A. Well, the people who were running the forms and the hydraulic lifts

and everything didn't really know how to operate them. Most of them were

pulled up with a chain because they couldn't operate the lif t. And those forms

were not put in there round.
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Q. When did you work in the area that we're referring to on Unit 1

Containment?

A. I worked on there with my tools before being a foreman, and my crews

worked up there when I was the foreman.

Q. So over the course of the two years, you worked in this area?

A. I worked Safeguard 1, Safeguard 2, fuel building, the tunnel cut here

for your auxiliary fuel, being your diesel fuel building, engines, inside your

Reactor 1.

Q. Inside Reactor 1?

A. Yes.

Q. You never worked on Reactor 2; is that right?

A. I worked on the outside of Reactor 2.

O. Inside Reactor Containment Building 1, you worked there; is that correct?

A. Yes, I worked on the outside and the inside walls too.

Q. In Unit 2, you worked on the outside wall?

A. Yes.

Q. At a level, an elevation, below what's refelected in this picture?

A. Yes.

Q. Your inside work in Unit I was building the inside of the wall; is that

correct?

A. In Unit 1, we built the walls for your containment unit, for your reactor

container, your anchor bolts. That form in the picture was ready. The steel

liner was already placed. Wa didn't have to worry about that.

Q. Did you have any concern over the workmanship in that area?

A. My general concern for the workmanship at the plant applied to all areas

which I camein contact with. As I stated above, I worked in both Safeguard

Buildings, the Fuel Building, Containments 1 & 2 inside Unit 1 on the reactor

_ - . - - . - . . - _ - ,_ -
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part, and the steam generator. The workmanship was the same all around that

; plant. It is not a specific form or a specific area. It's just the quality
l-
f of work and the type of men they had working down there, unqualified men
, r

doing carpentry work.

I mentioned earlier that supervisory personnel were unqualified. It

was common knowledge among the workers how men got to be supervisors. There:

i

) was no selection based on merit or performance; qualifications were irrelevant.
;

]
In one case, Billy Ward, the supervisor involved with that pour which blew

.

in Safeguard 1, bragged about the amount of liquor and steaks he had to buy
,

for the higher-ups to get to be a gold hat. In another instance, someone, I

! can't recall his name, bought two calves and threw a big bar-b-que for higher-

ups. Next thing you know, he got promoted. This incident was so well known

that it was written all over the bathroom walls.j

j- As a result of this promotion buying, unqualified supervisors ended

up in positions over people who knew how to do the job far better than the

supervisor did.

| With both unqualified supervision and crews you're going to get

I sloppy workmanship everywhere, and that is my general concern about Comanche

Peak.

| Q. How was the morale of the men in the crews affected by the unqualified
.

! supervision and the apparent lack of concern for quality workmanship?

A. The men were always kept in the dark as to what t%ey were doing. The

other plants I worked on, the buildings near the reactor were blast-proof; there

was no door to the building going directly to another building. There was a
i

i sort of a maze. This meant that if there were an explosion in the building,

it would not blow right into the next compartment. I know this was the case at
,
.

Cordova nuclear plant. They had a scale model out in plain sight for the men

i

, _ _ _ , - . . - - _ _ . ~ - - _ , , _ - . . . . - , - . . _ _ . , _ _ _ _ , . _ _ , _ _ - _ . , , , , _ _ _ . , . . . . _ _ . . , _ . . - - , . . - - - - _ _ , _ _ _ . ~ _ _ , . _
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to see exactly what part they were working on. |

The morale was very low; all they did was show up. They were there for;

i

t the pay check; that was all. There were some nights when you didn't do anything.

1 Also, the night shift would often leave and return the next day to find the day

shift had hardly accomplished anything. A General Foreman once got so angry
,

1

i that the day shift had done no work, he told his night shift crew to forget

about getting anything done, just to look busy. Ten or 12 guys did nothing.

I also remember when I saw an 18'x4'x4' bracing which had to be removed.

One of my crew worked very hard on removing the bracing one night. The next

i night, no further work had been done by the day shift on removing the bracing.

Once again, my crew member worked on it all night. When on the third night
i

nothing more had still be done, I just told him to forget it. Anyways,

why did Brown & Root have to have two shifts when other nuclear plants only
i

had to have one?. Now there was something I never did understand.

One shift enables a man to leave out and know that when he comes back
:

i the next day it'll still be like he left it and he'll know just what has to be

done. When we left, we never knew what would be waiting for us when we came
i
i back. At the plant you couldn't expect the morale to be anything but very low.

You had supervisors who were unqualified and who didn't care about the workers.
1

{ On my previous construction jobs, the supervisors all knew the people working
i

<

under them. At Comanche Peak, the supervisors were too good to talk to the workers.

Most of the workers were also unqualified and didn't care about their jobs either.

Qualifications were never checked for carpenters. There was very little training,
,

!

and only welders had any test to pass; even with that test you hardly ever saw the:

i

l certified stamp of a welder down there. They would bring anyone off the street
'looking for work' into the plant. The use of a Hiltigun was supposed to be limited

t

to license holders. This tool uses .22, .25, and .30 caliber shells. It is used
,

_ _ ._ . _ _ . _ - - _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . - _ _ _ __. _ _ _ . _.____.____.-2.'
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in steel to stee l shooting, steel to ccacrete, and 2 x 4 to concrete. OSHA requires

a license to use this instrument because it is so dangerous. This requirement was

not enforced at Comanche Peak; if someone wanted to use the gun, they would simply

borrow someone elses license to get it. Again, no real regard for the workers.

At the time I was working there, you might say I was the only qualified

worker on the crew. There were a bunch of willing workers -- those willing to work

and those willing to let them. A lot of times they built in the tolerance, which

meant that automatically when you got something built it was not right. I've never

been on a job that was run that way, with unqualified people, and I've been on a

lot of jobs, tio one, supervisors and crew meribers alike, seemed to be concerned

whether the-job was done and done right the first time, tio one seemed to care

about conserving good materials like the plywood used for forms. The night shift

and the day shift were in constant disagreement over what was or was not done on

the previous shif t. When you put all this together, it seems like the general

attitude at the plant was one of unconcern for quality work, quality employees,

and for keeping costs down.

You can't have people working in these conditions and expect the morale

to be anything but lousy.

Q. Do you know of any occasions at Comanche Peak when there were drugs on

site? ~

A. I don't know about other kinds of drugs, but I do know they had pot or

marijuana down there all the time. I did see them take one man and drag him bodily

out the gate. I've seen some of the men passing a joint around. It was b6d down

there.

Q. What is the reason you're testifying in these proceedings?

A. In the past I've tried to talk to people about the plant and they'd say

there's nothing they could do about it, they've still got to pay the'high electric

'|
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bill.-I'm just a stickler for perfection. I like to do it right. I don't see 0,
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whyf this plant' couldn't have been built right and for about a third of its cost. ri, ,

c,
The people %re being ripped off. Someone is making money off of it, and wm're
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g r,1,

having ,to/q,ay for it, arid we're going to have to continue to pay for it. This is j <
,

' "
a M y the ople will get to linb4 w y and how they're being ripped off. J.'

I
! I didn't know a thing about Brown & Root when I came to work for them.'

,

'The, people in charge at that,pl qt are the ones who are the brown nosers, the ;i

po'liticiansandtheoneswhobuftheirwayup. But I'm not like that. I was dowa f y :' '

-
t
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O there to do my job. Any other job I',ve eNr worked at I knew I could go back j
3, ,, ,c . ,

-
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,/ f to and' feel good at.out it. Llike K,sb,e proud of my work and the finished product
., .
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jwhich ILc6n,tqibuted 'tc.t I just can't fcel that way about the Comanche Peak plant: /
'
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' A , don't ever want tej e involved M ,a e b likg/
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:
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' fectly saf[/pliqt,down,there, but' ~

L Most of the people think they've got a# r

'

they haven't'. They could have hired a good local contracto nd gotten a'better job

done. ,

_Q. Is the reason you're testifying in the operating license hearings because
f/ ;

~

, 'j you're a disgruntled emnhyee or, that you have a grudge against Brown & Root or'

/.
7'!t . Texas ~Utili tiesb . ';'

?

't f i A.fNo y/,I; don'ttave any grudge against them.
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' Are yoj anti-nuclear?i Q.7
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A. No, not if it's built safe.'
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f Q. Mr. Gates, based' on your personal knowledge and expertise of how Comanche
,
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J J'
< Peak has been built can N'u state with any certainty that'it is u'nsafe for operating/
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*
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such a judgment on the overall safety-of the plant. a'

*

Y T:| ' Mr. Gates ..tou have repeatedly) pointed out instances of sloppy workmanship
,-
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and poor construction. Do you feel that this has any bearing on the safety of the

plant? We understand that this is just a personal opinion.

A. Under the quality of work that I have seen perfomed and the work that's

been done while I was there, I seriously doubt that that plant is as safe as it is

supposed to be.

Q. During the course of your deposition with the Applic' ants .were you asked. if

,you had expressed all your concerns about Comanche Peak?

A. I was asked by Mr. McGarry, the attorney for the utility, if I had any

other concerns because now was the time to get them on the table.

Q. How did you respond to this question?

A. I believe I said that was all. We then went on to discuss a conenent I

had made previously about costs, the honeycombing in the steam generator area, and

the reactor containment plumbline. I think the deposition ended.at that pdint.

Q. What did you discuss about costs in your deposition?

A. I commented that I thought the cost of the construction should be one-third.

I was referring to their practice of never re-using the plywocd foms as I

mentioned previously in this testimony.

Q. Do you have any experience in estimating costs?

A. No, I am not a cost expert, and I have no sound figures on which to base

nty stchment that the cost should have been one-third. But I have worked on cost-

plus jobs, and I know how to figure some jobs on what materials are needed. I can

only speak from what I experienced at Comanche Peak, and I saw a lot of good mater-

ial being wasted.

Q. When you stated that those were all the concerns you had about Comanche

Peak, did you mean to say that there was nothing else that you were concerned about

or that that was all you could remember at the time?

A. I told them everything I could remember the day of that deposition. You

know, we hit on certain topics such as unqualified supervision, the reactor ,

sloppy form work, and a lot about my background. I told them everything I could

think of.
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Q. At this time, are there further concerns or topics which 'you feel should

be brought before the Atomic Safety & Licensing Board in these hearings?

A. Yes. During the deposition we did not discuss the control of design doc-

uments and design document changes. The general problem here is that changes

would be made to design documents and.not recorded. There is a place in the orig-

inal drawing where design chmges are to be shown or refemnced, but these placesi

were not being filled in. I would estimate that about one-half of the changes

were not recorded. Design changes (DC/DDA) were distributed to the field by the

timekeepe r. At times the timekeeper would merely leave the change documents on

a table or in a notebook without telling anyone they were there. Sometimes the

contractors would see them; sometimes not.

If construction realized the work was not done to proper design, super-

vision would take the attitude that unless QC caught the problem, the pour would

go forward. QC often used documents not showing changes to do inspection, so

nonconforming work was accepted without QC realizing doing so.

One of the results of these was that blockouts were the wrong size or

in the wrong place. Blockouts are openings for pipes or duct work. If a block-

out was in the wrong place, you would either have to turn pipe to pass through the

holes as placed or drill new holes through concrete past the rebar. I did not

see how the misplaced blockout problems were solved.

The failure to record design changes also affected the installation of

inserts . Inserts are an embedment in concrete for attachment of pipe

electrical trays, etc. . . 4-5" holes were drilled for inserts and over one-half

of them ended up in the wrong place; only about one-fourth of the inserts were

used. Expansion bolts were used to place the insert where missing. This problem

was everywhere; in the ceiling, floors, and walls of all the buildings I worked in.

Even more friction and dissent between the day and night shift was caused

. _ _ __ __ ._.
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by the failure to record design changes properly. The day shift engineers

would use one set of drawings and the construction would build 'according to

those drawings. The night shif t engineers would have a different set of draw-

ings and order removal of the day shift work. The day shift would return and

have the night shift work removed. The blue prints being used were not the

same for each shift.

Q. Did you ever bring this problem with design changes to the attention

of your supervisors?

A. Sure, I would mention changes which I would come across to them; when I

would happen to come upon a document that showed changes, I would tell a supervisor,

but they never seemed to care. You see, the problem is, noone ever really, knew which

changes needed to be made or where to make them. They just weren't recorded.

Q. Have you any other areas of concern which you would like to bring up?

A. Yes, there are several specific instances which I would like to mention

which go along with the rest of my testimony.

Q. Please relate these instances as they pertain to your previous testimony.

A. I observed many concrete pours at Comanche Peak. Numerous times there

would be 2 x 4's, yes, timber, left in the concrete pours. I attempted on several

occasions to tell other crews and supervisors that this wood was in.there and

should be removed, but my advice was ignored.

There was also a bomb scare at the plant on the day shift and everyone was

evacuated. All employees stopped whatever they were doing and left the plant. There

were concrete pours in progress, and as the workers left the plant, vibrators were

left in one of the pours that I was told about. When the workers returned, they

had to jackhammer 6" to 12" into the concrete to get the vibrators out. A cold

joint was made because 24 hours had gone by. No key was put in for the next pour.

I have seen concrete poumd in Safeguard Building #1 Tunnels where the

pour clearly had too much water. Three to four inches of slump is normally ideal

_ . _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ . . _ , _ . . . . . _.._ _ - _ _ , , . _ _
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but tnis concrete did not meet this slump at all .

To point to another incident where little care was taken for quality,

there was a scaffold built for upper level pour work which was set on bolts in

the previous pour. The bolts were not tied in behind the rebar. A chunk of

concrete pulled loose with a bolt in it. The scaffold did not collapse,' but it

could have very easily. This took place in Reactor Containment Building #1.

Water stops were installed in the plant to prevent seepage of water.

I observed many such stops that were improperly installed and were therefore

not water tight. I don't believe there are any water proof joints at Comanche

Peak. On the other jobs I worF :d at, Zion and Cordova, the inspectors always

checked to see if the joints were water tight. This never happened at Comanche

Peak, to my knowledge. Glue was used to install these water stops that did not

seal. Nails were also put through the water stops to install them; water stops

were not supposed to have any type of holes.

Q. Do you think the problems at Comanche Peak can be corrected and that it

can be put into operation without any doubts about its safety?

A. There are a lot of things I don't know how they fixed them. The crack

that was talked about in the paper -- something's wrong there. I can't see that

to be a shrinkage crack. When they were building the ring on the steel liner for

Unit 1, it was 4" out of plumb already and they stopped working on it for a while

to see what they could do about it. They continued and used it like it was.

I just don't know how they fixed some of the problems I have described

or if they have even fixed them at all.

Q. Do you think the investigations which have been made by the NRC are

sufficient to assure the plant's safety?

A. Investigation won' t make i c safe.

Q. Do you know who the NRC resident inspector is at Comanche Peak?

A. No.
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Q. Mr. Gates, in the preparation of this testimony, did we attempt to in-

corporate both the concerns specifically discussed in your deposition and the

concerns you've remembered since that time into your testimony?

A. Yes.

Q. Is there anything further you'd like to discuss?

A. Looking over the deposition and the testimony, there's one place where

I don't believe I made myself quite clear. It's discussed here in my testimony

on page 12, and concerns whether or not the foremen of my carpentry crew were

carpenters.

It wasn't clear from my deposition that I was talking about General

Foremen and Carpentry Foremen. When I first went to work there, Dick Lower was

my General Foreman; he was over my first Carpentry Foreman, who was over me.

I worked under Dick Lower in that capacity until I was made Carpentry Foreman

and then contirued to work under him as Carpentry Foreman. I worked under him

until he went to the day shi f t. During the time when I was a carpenter before

I became a foreman, sometimes when they had to get something done in an outside

area where they didn't need many men, they would send me with four or five men

to get it done. My foreman would cane to check and see what we were doing, and

he was wanting to check on me all the time while it was being done. He had gone

to Dick Lower about it when I hadn't checked in right away one time, and Dick Lower

told him to leave me alone, that I'd come tell him when something's wrong and other-

wise, you can be sure i t'll be done.

Q. Dick Lower wasn't the man you were talking about that you didn't feel

was qualified?

A. flo . When I was asked in my deposition who my first supervisor was,
'I was talking about my General Foreman when I said Dick Lower. He was the

one that I thought was qualified down there. He's the one I was talking about

when I said I thought he had been in construction.

- .
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Q. So when you were answering the questions about your supervisors, you

were answering in regard to the time when you were Carpentry Foreman, not when

you first were employed and were a carpenter, working under a Carpentry Foreman

who was working under a General Foreman. Is that correct?

A. Yes. But when I was talking about my foremen not being carpenters

I was talking about my first Carpentry Foreman when I was a carpenter. I can't

remember his nama. He was a concrete finisher. He would talk about the jobs

he'd had before, and he'd sit right there and tell us he did not know anything

about carpentry work. He couldn't build anything -- all he could do was run a

trowel. I told him once that he couldn't plumb the forms the way he was going

to do it; he told me to go ahead and do it and I did with two other men. He-

quit after a while.

Curtis Maggert was never my Carpentry Foreman. He worked with his

tools first, I believe; then he was made a Carpentry Foreman. At the time he

was a Carpentry Foreman, I was also a Carpentry Foreman; we were working with

different crews in different areas. I think it was Dick Lower who had Curtis

Maggert transferred over to reactors under a different General Foreman. While

Curtis Maggert was Carpentry Foreman working on reactors, the people on his

crew came to me and asked me if I needed more men and wanted to know if I could

use all of them. I told them I didn't think I could handle that, that I had a full

crew.

Q. Do you know why the carpenters wanted to transfer from Curtis Maggert's
.

crew?

A. It's my understanding that it was because of the way he treated his men.

I was told that he treated them like dogs, cussed them out, screamer. ok them.

You can't treat men like that.

Q. So none of his men transferred to your crew. Do you know whether they

i

L
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transferred to someone else's supervision?

A. I really don't know because I was just there to help them get caught

up when it happened. Then I went back into the Safeguards Building area.

Then later he became 0;neral Foreman, and he was over me. But he couldn't read

the drawings. He would tell the other forenen to come to me about the drawings.

I took over for him while he was on vacation. The Gold Hat, Curtis Maggert's

superior, called all the foremen in and told them I would be in charge while

Curtis was gone. I ran my crew and took care of the whole thing at the same

time.

Q. Were there any complaints about the way you handled things while he
I

was on vacation?

| A. No complaints 'as far as I know.

Q. So when you were talking about your concern that your foremen weren't

carpenters, you were referring specifically to your first Carpentry Foreman when

you were a carpenter, whose name you can't recall, and to Curtis Maggert, who

was at one time a Carpentry Foreman at the same time you were a Carpentry Foreman

and later became General Foreman over you?

A. That's correct. I never meant to imply that Dick Lower wasn't qualified.

But the other two weren' t.
1

Q. Are the concerns now contained in this testimony the only concerns you

have about Comanche Peak?

A. What is contained in this testimony represents all the concerns I can

recall specifically at this time. Perhaps there will be other things I will

remember in the near future or perhaps not for another twenty years; however,

all the concerns that have come to mind up to this point are discussed in this

tes timony.

_ _ - _ ______ _ __
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RESUME

John Junior Gates
Azle Star Route
P. O. Box 470
Azle, Texas 76020

EDUCATION

1939 - 1943 Manual Training High School; Denver, Colorado.

MILITARY SERVICE

1943 - 1944 United States Navy - Special mechanical training in machinery,
diesel engines, and ship maintenance.

WORK EXPERIENCE (dates are approximate)

1940 - 1942 A.E. Heinson Printing Comapny; Denver, Colorado.
- Apprenticeship in precision workmanship including operation,

maintenance and repairs of lathes, shapers, milling machines
and other equipment.

1945 - 1948 Machinist and Assistant Foreman in shoe factory.

1948 - 1950 Mechanical drafting and designing machinery in brick plant.

1951 - 1961 Hathman Construction Company; Colombia, Mo.
- Carpentry work and minor welding in commercial buildings.

1961 - 1962 Carpentry work in chemical plant in Iowa.

1962 - 1963 Carpentry and form work in nuclear power plant; Cordova, Illinois.

1964 - 1965 McLaughlin Steel Plant; Iowa. Carpentry work.

1966 - 1967 Carpentry and form work in nuclear power plant; Zion, Illinois.

1967 - 1975 Hathman Construction Company; Colombia, Mo. Carpentry.

1974 - 1976 Carpentry work on commercial structures for various subcontractors.

11/24/76 - Brown & Root, Inc., Comanche Peak Steam Electric Station; Glen Rose, TX
3/08/79 -Carpenter and Carpenters Foreman; form work.

Present
employment J. R. Reynolds Fixture Company; Mar.sfield, TX. Carpentry.
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